Perceiving surfaces in a manner that accords with their physical properties is essential for successful behaviour. Since, however, a given retinal image can have been generated by an infinite variety of natural surfaces with different geometrical and/or physical qualities, the corresponding percepts cannot be determined by the stimulus per se. Rather, resolution of this quandary requires a strategy of vision that incorporates the statistical relationship of the information in retinal images to its sources in representative environments. To examine this probabilistic relationship with respect to the features of object surfaces, we analysed a database of range images in which the distances of all the objects in a series of natural scenes were measured with respect to the image plane by a laser range scanner. By taking any particular scene obtained in this way to be made up of a set of concatenated surface patches, we were able to explore the statistics of scene roughness, size-distance relationships, surface orientation and local curvature, as well as the independent components of natural surfaces. The relevance of these statistics to both perception and the neuronal organization of the underlying visual circuitry is discussed.
Introduction
Typical visual scenes are generated by the light returned from a large number of physically different surfaces that are oriented and curved in particular ways at various distances from the observer. All these factors contribute to the specific luminances, spectral differences and contrasts in the image plane that elicit perceptions of lightness, colour, contour, texture, shape and shading. Therefore, the basic source of any visual scene can be regarded as a set of concatenated surface elements with particular geometrical and physical attributes.
Perceiving these surface characteristics such that the organization of perceptual space accords in a systematic way with the corresponding physical attributes of the generative objects is obviously essential for successful visually guided behaviour. Achieving this goal, 1 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
however, is problematic. The intensity and spectral variation of the patterns of light reaching the retina from natural surfaces conflate the underlying physical and geometrical factors listed above; as a result, many different physical surfaces could have given rise to any particular retinal image. The many discrepancies that have been described over the years between the measured properties of physical surfaces and the surfaces perceived underscore the fact that this relationship is indirect [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Here we consider how the geometrical aspects of physical surfaces are related to perception. Although no general theory of surface perception has been developed, one conception is to imagine that the visual system extracts individual features from the photometric information in retinal images (e.g. shading, disparity, motion parallax, motion gradients and other so-called pictorial cues), and then relates these features to the physical geometry that generated the stimuli [1] [2] [3] . Indeed, this approach has been the guiding principle of many mainstream psychophysical, computational and neurophysiological studies of visual perception. Another way of rationalizing perception is to suppose that the way surfaces are seen is based on the probability distributions of possible physical surfaces that could have given rise to the relevant stimuli [6] [7] [8] . In this conceptual framework, the statistical properties of surfaces in the human visual environment have been incorporated by the visual system, with the result that the perception of surfaces in any particular visual stimulus is determined according to the probabilistic relationship between the image and its possible sources. The idea of an image 'feature', were it to remain useful, would have to be transformed into a statement about probabilities. More importantly, the underlying physiological and structural properties of the visual system would need to be understood in terms of the statistical linkage between the information in the image plane, the corresponding sources of the full range of visual stimuli and the related qualities perceived by the observer.
To examine this statistical relationship between physical geometry and the geometry perceived, we used a laser range scanner to measure the distance and direction of the physical locations with respect to the observer in a series of natural scenes. The data derived in this way allowed us to examine the statistics of scene roughness, size, distance, orientation and curvature, as well as to derive the independent components of surfaces in natural scenes. We then consider the perceptual phenomena that appear to be generated by these statistics, comparing this general approach to other theories. Finally, we discuss the implications of this general probabilistic framework of surface perception for understanding the properties of the underlying neuronal circuitry.
Database and methods

Database of natural scene geometry
Images were acquired using a high-precision range imaging system (LMS-Z210 3D Laser Scanner, Riegl USA Inc., Orlando, FL), a fully portable sensor specifically designed for the acquisition of three-dimensional images, as described in [9] . The device emits a laser beam that scans the physical scene in equi-angular steps of elevation and azimuth relative to the centre of the scanner. The direction of the beam relative to the scanner is thus the direction of the physical location in the scanner reference frame; the distance of each point in the scene from the scanner is calculated by measuring the return time of the laser signal. The resulting range measurements generate a 3D representation of the scene, identifying object surface distances from 2 to approximately 300 m with an accuracy of ±25 mm. During image acquisition, the scanner was mounted on a tripod 165 cm above the ground and levelled in the horizontal plane. Each wide-field image obtained in this way, which took about 2 min to acquire, comprised
333
• ×80
• at a resolution of 0.144
Each row in the range images has, by virtue of the scanning mechanism, the same elevation angle, and each column has the same azimuth angle. About 100 such images were obtained on the Duke campus in daytime conditions in entirely natural environments in undeveloped terrains (23 images); in outdoor settings that included a mixture of natural and constructed objects (51 images); and in indoor settings in a variety of campus buildings (27 images) (see also [10] ). These images are freely available at www.purveslab.net. A representative example is shown in figure 1.
For the analyses described here, 414 images at a resolution of 512 × 512 pixels spanning ∼74
• both horizontally and vertically were taken from the 23 raw, wide-field images of fully natural scenes. The Euclidean coordinates used were always centred at the scanner; the z axis was taken from the centre of each image to the physical scene, with the y axis being upward and the x axis extending from left to right. Thus the information at each location in these images included the distance, elevation and azimuth of the corresponding location in the physical world with respect to the scanner.
Statistical analysis
This section describes the procedures used to obtain the statistics pertinent to scene roughness, size-distance relationships, orientation, local surface curvature and the independent components of natural scene geometry.
Scene roughness.
For the purpose of analysing scene roughness, all the un-occluded physical locations on the regular elevation-azimuth grid at the scanner were taken to comprise a single surface in the geometrical sense. Although much the same approach has been used in analysing luminance images in studies of image structure [11] , this definition of surface obviously differs from the conventional definition in which surfaces are predicated on objects and object boundaries. As a result, whereas the distances of the surfaces are relatively smooth when they pertain to a physical object, the distances to points on the surface in this definition can change abruptly when they fall on the boundaries of one or more physical objects. Scene roughness was taken to be the average square root of the depth difference between two locations in a physical scene. Accordingly, roughness is a function of the separation of the locations and the orientation of the line connecting them. In these terms, roughness simply reflects how one point on the surface changes in space relative to another.
To evaluate the roughness of natural scenes, 2 × 10 6 pairs of points were randomly sampled from each of the 414 images in the database. In this procedure, one point was selected within a circular region of the image plane and the other point selected within a circular region centred at the first point; the differences in depth between these pairs of locations were then computed and data from all images pooled.
A scaling transform was also constructed to examine whether scene roughness changed as a function of scale. The range data (or the 3D coordinates) at the (i, j ) pixel in the nth scale was taken as the range data (or 3D Euclidean coordinates) at (2i − 1, 2 j − 1) in the (n − 1)th scale (the original range image being at the zero-order scale). Under this transform, image size was reduced by half in each dimension. Scene roughness was then obtained in these scale-transformed scenes; four scales, including the scale of the original images, were tested.
2.2.2.
The distribution of size, distance and orientation of planar surface patches. The single surface defined by all the un-occluded physical locations on a regular elevation-azimuth angle grid at the scanner can be regarded as the composite of a number of oriented planar surface patches of various sizes located at different distances from the scanner. To obtain the planar surface patches making up any given scene, we used a simple region growing procedure. We first randomly generated a 3 × 3 pixel 'seed' patch in the image plane; if this 3 × 3 patch, when back-projected onto the physical scene, corresponded to a plane in the 3D physical world, the patch was accepted for further growth. The patch was then augmented by adding a column of pixels to either side, or a row of pixels to the top or bottom at random. If the augmented patch still fitted a plane in 3D when back-projected, its growth was continued. When it was no longer possible to grow the patch in any of the four directions, the patch was considered to be defined. This process was repeated until the image plane was filled with non-overlapping rectangular patches. The set of planar surface patches determined in this way is thus the largest, locally permissible set of planar patches that span rectangular regions in the image plane. An alternative to this procedure would be to use a composite of arbitrarily curved surface patches with bounded curvatures to approximate natural scene geometry. However, we chose to use planar rectangular surface patches to approximate scene geometry because the method is easy to implement, the results are easy to interpret and it is easy to make comparisons with existing image models [12] [13] [14] . Given the seed patch was 3 × 3 pixels, the maximum number of non-overlapping patches in a 512 × 512 image was 29 127 (i.e. 512 × 512/9); in fact, this number was necessarily smaller since pixels that had no laser returns were excluded (see figure 1) . Therefore, we chose 24 000 as the number of randomly selected seed sites to be tested, stopping when all the sites had been screened. Although all these sites were automatically tested, it was of course the case that many fewer patches were obtained by this analysis, since any site already occupied by a patch that had been grown was discarded. In a typical 512 × 512 image, the total number of planar patches was about 8% of the 24 000 sites, covering most of the pixels in the image plane that had laser returns.
To determine whether the points within a rectangular patch in the image plane when back-projected onto the physical scene actually fell on a plane in 3D space, a least square fit was used to determine whether the corresponding points in a physical scene fit the equation of a plane, i.e. z = ax + by + c (a, b, c are constants; see above for definition of Euclidean coordinates) (see figure 3(a) ). If the fitting errors were less than a pre-determined threshold (mean square root error 5 cm; standard deviation of square root error 5 cm; maximum absolute error 10 cm), then the physical size of the planar patch (defined as the square root of the product of average length and average width of the corresponding area in 3D), the distance from the centre of the planar patch to observer, and the orientation of the planar patch in the 3D Euclidean coordinate system of the image were computed. (The bin size was 0.25 m for size and distance, 6
• for surface slant and 10
• for surface tilt.) By tallying these data from all the images in the database, we obtained the probability distributions of size, distance and orientation of planar patches in natural scenes. The probability distributions of the sizes and locations of the patches in the image plane were obtained in the same way.
Finally, since planar surfaces defined in this way are determined solely by geometry (and thus not necessarily congruent with the surfaces of physical objects), they include all possible physical planar patches underlying a region in the image plane, regardless of any other properties they might have. The distributions obtained this way are thus an unbiased reflection of natural scene geometry.
Local surface orientations and orientation correlation.
To examine how orientation in natural scene geometry changes in space, we computed the local orientation of surface patches at each location in the 414 images in the database. In this case, a least square fit was used to determine where the corresponding physical points of any local 3 × 3 (∼0.3
• × 0.3 • ) patch in the image plane fell on a plane in 3D space. If the fitting error was less than a pre-determined threshold (mean square root error 3 cm; standard deviation of root error 3 cm; maximum absolute error 5 cm), the slant and tilt of the plane computed within the 3D Euclidean coordinate of each image were taken as the surface orientation at the centre of that patch. By repeating this procedure at all locations in the images, a matrix of local surface orientations was generated. As in the raw range images, each row in these matrices had the same polar angle, and each column the same azimuth angle, thus representing the location of any local surface patch relative to the scanner. A million pairs of locations were then generated from each of these matrices of surface orientation, pooled, and the correlation of local surface orientation determined.
Surface curvature. For each 7 × 7 (∼1
• × 1 • ) patch in the range images, the 3D coordinates of the included points were used to generate a 7 × 7 surface on a uniform mesh grid using the nearest neighbour method (see figure 7 (a)). In this procedure, configurations for which the data points were unevenly distributed across the grid were excluded. We then computed the two principal curvatures of the surfaces defined on these grids, taking the curvatures at the centre of each patch as the curvatures of the surface underlying the corresponding range image patch. This procedure was repeated for each location in the 414 range images. The probability distribution of the two principal curvatures was then obtained.
Independent components of natural surfaces.
Finally, each range image was individually normalized as a variable having a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1.
• ) patches in these normalized range images were generated by moving the centre of a 16×16 patch 4 pixels along either the horizontal or vertical axis. The patches thus obtained were whitened and the first 160 independent components determined using the fast fixed-point algorithm [15] .
Roughness of natural scene geometry
The un-occluded physical locations on the regular elevation-azimuth grid at the scanner were taken, for the purpose of this part of the analysis, to comprise a single geometrical surface (see section 2.2.1). As a starting point, we examined the statistics of the fluctuation of distances perpendicular to the image plane, which characterizes the second-order statistics of natural scene geometry (much as the second-order statistics used to characterize luminance in images of natural scenes [11] ). Accordingly, scene roughness was defined as the average of the square root of the depth relative to the image plane between any two locations in the scene.
This analysis showed several salient features. First, scene roughness has a characteristic topography that is symmetrical with respect to the vertical axis ( figure 2(a) ). This topography becomes progressively complex with increasing roughness, with the 'iso-roughness' line being almost flat for small roughnesses, but entailing local minima and maxima for larger degrees of roughness. Second, scene roughness increases with the separation between two locations in the XY plane according to a power law with an exponent of 0.64 for small to intermediate roughness and 1 for larger roughness ( figure 2(b) ). This different behaviour for large and small roughnesses seems to accord with the distribution of distance in an earlier study [10] . Under the scaling transform used (see section 2.2.1), scene roughness changes only very slightly at large separations (not shown in figure 2(b) ). This invariance is important since scale transformations occur routinely in normal viewing [11] [12] [13] [14] 16] . Whenever an observer moves, for instance, the same scene projected onto the retina can be regarded as sampling at a constantly changing scale. In the present context, the scale invariance of the data ensures that scenes sampled over a wide range of scales are statistically the same. From a technical perspective, scale invariance also resolves the problem introduced by acquiring the scanned images at a resolution that is low compared to human vision. Finally, scene roughness seems to have a non-zero 'residual roughness', i.e. roughness is ∼0.4 m even when the separation in the XY plane approaches zero. The reason for this behaviour is that objects in physical scenes are distributed at different depths (i.e. the objects can have the same positions in a 2D XY plane, but different azimuth and elevation angles relative to a given location).
Since scene roughness obtained this way characterizes the degree to which natural scene geometry tends to be rough or smooth, it was of interest to compare these statistics derived from an analysis of natural scenes to some simple intuitions of real world geometry. If natural scenes comprised only a single large and more or less flat surface in the frontal parallel plane widely referred to in visual psychophysics, scene roughness would be approximately zero. Since the scaling exponent in figure 2(b) is 1 for large roughnesses, a surface in the frontal parallel plane is obviously not a good approximation of the real-world geometry. Nor is natural scene roughness consistent with its generation by a standard random walk, since in this case scene roughness would scale with an exponent of 0.5. The observed scaling exponent of 1 means that the depth of surfaces in natural scenes changes much faster, on average, than the variation generated by a standard random walk.
Finally, scene roughness has a characteristic anisotropy (figure 2(c)). Thus, surfaces tend to be rougher along the vertical than the horizontal axis, and roughest at an orientation about 40
• away from the vertical. This behaviour is quite robust, and is also apparent when a measure of roughness that takes into account distance changes in all directions is used. Flat surfaces inclined away from the observer would capture much of the amplitude of scene roughness (since roughness would scale linearly with lateral separation), but this arrangement would not explain the characteristic anisotropy observer, and would therefore not provide a good approximation of natural scene geometry.
In short, natural scene geometry is quite rough, has a characteristic anisotropic topography and is approximately scale-invariant. In the following sections, we examine statistics of natural scene geometry in terms of its higher-order structure.
Size-distance-orientation distribution of natural planar surfaces
Typical visual scenes can be regarded as collection of surfaces with specific geometrical and physical properties. The statistical properties of these surfaces and their spatial arrangement in natural environments are critical to: (1) making realistic models of natural scenes; (2) rationalizing target recognition; (3) understanding visual space and visual perception more generally; and (4) understanding how natural visual environments have influenced visual system structure and function. Since the geometry of natural scenes is effectively a set of oriented planar patches of various sizes with particular distances and orientations, the joint probability distributions of these parameters must reflect the higher-order organization of natural scenes.
The left panel in figure 3(b) shows the joint probability distribution of the size and distance of the planar patches derived from the scenes in the database. The salient aspects of these distributions are the presence of a single peak and the greater proximity to the observer of patches that have greater physical sizes at moderate distances. Therefore, more mass in the distribution is associated with smaller distances than greater ones, and the distributions of size and distance are not independent (larger sizes are usually associated with smaller distances). The right panel in figure 3(b) shows the product of the distributions of size and of distance, which is more dispersed for larger sizes, and shifted toward shorter distances when compared to the left panel in figure 3(b) . The reason for this behaviour of size-distance distributions in natural environments is that laser range scanning, like image formation in normal viewing, is subject to the effects of occlusion; the larger the distance, the more likely is occlusion, and thus the less likely large un-occluded planar patches.
The left panel in figure 3(c) indicates that the probability distribution of planar patch size follows a power law for relatively small sizes (0.5-15 m); thus P(s) ∼ s −1.86 where s is physical size and P is probability. However, this scaling increases for patches of larger size, presumably because larger visible surfaces are increasingly limited by occlusion, and because the size of objects in natural scenes tends to have an upper limit [14] .
The probability distribution of the distance from the centre of the planar patches in the database to the scanner is shown in the right panel of figure 3(c) . Beyond about 3-4 m, the distribution follows an exponential law (∼e −d/8.73 , where d is distance in metres) that decreases slowly with increasing distance (see also [10] ). Since the scanner has a maximum angular declination of 40
• relative to the horizontal plane, and since the scanner was always at 165 cm above the ground and never placed directly in front of large objects that would have prevented the beam from scanning the majority of the scene, there is very little probability mass at distances <1 m. When the fitting error was smaller than a predetermined threshold, it was accepted for the analysis (left), but rejected otherwise (right). The green mesh indicates the fitted planes. (b) Contour plots of the logarithm of the joint probability distribution of size and distance of planar surface patches (left) and the product of the probability distribution of size and probability distribution of distance (right). In this and the following figures, when probability distributions are plotted they are actually probability densities. (c) Probability distribution of the size of planar surface patches on a log-log plot (left) and the probability distribution of the distance of the centre of planar surface patches to the observer on a semi-log plot (right). (d) Probability distribution of the apparent size (i.e. the size of projections in the image plane) of planar patches in natural scenes. In (c) and (d), the red, blue and magenta curves indicate horizontal, vertical and effective size, respectively. The distribution of the sizes of planar surface patches in the image plane is also of considerable interest ( figure 3(d) ). For example, in a model that was intended to account for the scaling-invariant correlation of luminances in images of natural scenes, it was proposed [12] that such correlation would follow if object sizes in the image plane obeyed a power law with an exponent of less than −3. The vertical and horizontal visual sizes in figure 3(d) have almost the same power distribution (∼α −2.4 , where α is visual angle in degrees). The distribution of the effective visual size of these rectangular patches (defined as the square root of the product of vertical and horizontal visual size) appears to follow the same scaling law at small visual angles (∼2 • ), but decays much faster than the scaling law at small angles. The reason for this behaviour is presumably that planar surface patches (or objects in general) typically extend-whether in the world or in the image plane-preferentially in one direction.
We next examined the distribution of the centres of the planar surface patches in the image plane. As shown in figure 4, this distribution is highly anisotropic, with patches occurring more often in the lower half of the visual field, presumably because of the ground. Planar surface patches occur most frequently about 40
• away from the closest vertical axis of any limited field scanned (74
• × 74
• in the present analysis). Finally, we examined the probability distribution of the orientation of planar patches in the database. As shown in figure 5(a) , the joint distribution of tilt and slant is highly anisotropic with peaks near slant = 60
• , tilt = 0
• ; and slant = 60
• , tilt = 270
• . The distribution is also highly asymmetrical around 180
• . Figures 5(b) and (c) show the probability distribution of surface slant and tilt, respectively. The distribution of slant has a single peak at 65
• . The distribution of surface tilt has almost identical maxima at 0 • , 90
• , 180
• and 270
• , meaning that planar surface patches are most often slanted around the horizontal or vertical axis.
Statistics of local surface orientations
Natural scene geometry obtained by range scanning can also be regarded as a concatenation of local planar patches spanning a small visual angle on a regular grid. The advantage of this perspective is the ability to examine the statistical properties of local planar patches at a finer scale than in the preceding section.
The distribution of local surface orientations analysed in this way is shown in figure 6 . As shown in figure 6(a) , the joint distribution of the tilt and slant of local surface orientations is highly anisotropic with two peaks, one around a slant of 55
• and a tilt of 50 • , the other around a slant of 55
• and a tilt of 140
• . The distribution is also highly asymmetrical around a tilt of 180
• , although the local topography is more or less symmetrical around a tilt of 90
• /270
• (corresponding to surfaces that are oriented up or down, respectively). Figure 6 (b) shows the probability distribution of surface slant and tilt independently. The distribution of slant has a single peak at 57
• . The distribution of surface tilt has a high plateau between a tilt from 40 
140
• and two more or less similar maxima at 50
• and 140
• , meaning that local surfaces are, in fact, more often slanted around the horizontal axis, and are more often facing up to the left or the right (the lower resolution analysis in the preceding section did not reveal this difference).
We also examined the correlation of local surface orientations ( figure 6(c) ). As lateral separation increases, the correlation of orientation decreases, although more slowly along the horizontal than the vertical axis. The shape of this anisotropy is opposite to that in figure 2(c), as expected (since the correlation of local surface orientation is plotted here, whereas figure 2(c) is the average fluctuation of distance in the z direction).
Statistics of surface curvatures
Since concatenations of neighbouring object locations often elicit the perception of curvatures, it was of interest to ask how natural scene geometry is locally curved (like orientation, curvature is a basic geometrical property). Depending on the two principal curvatures, c 1 and c 2 , a given surface can be a plane locally (c 1 = c 2 = 0), a cylinder (c 1 > 0, c 2 = 0 or c 1 = 0, c 2 < 0), a convex sphere (c 1 > 0, c 2 > 0), a concave sphere (c 1 < 0, c 2 < 0) or a saddle (c 1 > 0, c 2 < 0). Figure 7 shows the probability distribution of the two principal curvatures computed at every location in the database of natural scene geometry. The joint probability distribution of the two principal curvatures has a maximum at c 1 = c 2 = 0, meaning that local natural surfaces are most likely to be planar patches ( figure 7(b) ). Overall, the distributions are biased toward c 1 > 0 and c 2 < 0 ( figure 7(c) ). Indeed, the average values of c 1 and c 2 are ∼0.56 and −0.56, corresponding to a radius of curvature of about ∼1.8 m. This result means that, when there is surface curvature, the local geometry on average is likely to be a saddle.
Independent surface components
A common approach to a statistical analysis of natural scenes is to examine an ensemble of images in terms of their shared properties. One specific way of doing this is to treat the whole ensemble as a linear combination of basis functions, and to examine the properties of these bases (i.e. the independent components). We made such an analysis by treating all local natural surfaces in the database as a single ensemble of geometrical objects, the ensemble in the present case being physical scene geometry rather than photometric patterns in the image plane. In treating local natural scene geometry as a linear combination of a set of basis surfaces, the probability distributions of the weights of these surfaces represent the distribution of the basic surface components of natural scene geometry.
The independent surface components derived in this way (figure 8) are very different in appearance from the independent components of luminance images, which are generally similar to oriented Gabor wavelet functions [17] [18] [19] . Three general types of independent surface components are apparent. The first type is characterized by pairs of near/far 'bumps' oriented mainly along the horizontal and vertical axes (components 1 to 125 in the raster in figure 8 ). Because the paired bumps are highly localized, the basis surfaces are otherwise smooth and the centres of the local maxima are uniformly distributed, as indicated in the first three panels of figure 9 . The second type of basis surfaces are steps or half-steps, mainly along the vertical axis (components 126-152 in figure 8) ; examples are plotted in the second three panels in figure 9 . The third type entails complex local range variations (components 153 to 160 in figure 8) ; the last two panels in figure 9 plot show examples of this sort.
The simplicity of these basis surfaces indicates that natural scene geometry is quite regular, with relatively limited discontinuous changes of distance and generally less complexity than is found in luminance images [10] . The probability distributions of the weights of these basis surfaces are highly non-Gaussian, with kurtosis (a commonly used index of sparseness [20] ) generally greater than 10. This set of independent surface components thus constitutes an efficient, sparse representation of the physical geometry of typical scenes (as distinct from the photometric pattern in the image plane).
Discussion
The perception of surface geometry, and its influence on the perception of other scene properties, has long been a focus of visual psychophysics and computational modelling. In general, perceiving surfaces has been taken to arise from categories of information that are more or less independent actors in early visual processing (e.g. luminance intensity, spectral differences, disparity, changes of the stimulus over time, etc) [1] [2] [3] 21] . Given this line of thinking, it has generally been imagined that surface perception entails 'intermediate level vision', in which the outputs of early visual processing (i.e. abstracted information about these categories) are specifically combined to generate percepts of surfaces that possess boundaries, have shading and texture, colour, stereo depth, orientation, distance and appear to move if the image changes [2, 22, 23] .
In recent work on vision, we have taken a different approach by hypothesizing that what observers see is based entirely on the probabilistic relationship between retinal images and their sources (see [8] for evidence and detailed discussion). With respect to space, for instance, the probabilistic relation of relevant aspects of visual stimuli (including, in conventional terms, the standard visual 'cues' about spatial relationships) to their underlying physical sources in scene geometry are taken to determine characteristics of visual space by virtue of the incorporation of these statistics into visual processing circuitry. Conventional terms such as stereoscopic disparity would still be useful in general thinking, but the real role of retinal disparity or any other stimulus parameter would be the contribution to a general probabilistic strategy shaped entirely by the statistical relationship of images and their sources in natural visual environments. Since the projection of any physical surface onto the retina is simply a pattern of light in which illumination, surface reflectance, surface geometry and viewing geometry are conflated, generating perceptions of surfaces on the basis of the probability distributions of physical sources in natural scenes seems essential. How otherwise could an observer contend successfully with the inevitably uncertain physical reality underlying any pattern of light on the retina? The present analyses was thus undertaken to provide a basis for asking whether known aspects of surface perception can be plausibly explained by the statistical relationships described here.
Relation of these statistics to anomalies of perception
Many otherwise peculiar aspects of perception of scene geometry can indeed be explained by these statistics. For example, the fact that a given spatial interval is perceived as being longer when the interval is oriented vertically rather than horizontally has recently been shown to follow the statistical relationship between image and source determined in a geometrical database of range images [9] , a result that accords with the anisotropy shown in figure 2(c) . Aspects of the perception of surface shape can also be related to the probability distribution of surface orientation in natural scene geometry. For instance, when planar surfaces are presented as random dot stereograms, they tend to appear slanted, particularly around the horizontal axis [3] . Since surfaces are more often slanted around the horizontal axis than the vertical in the natural environment (figure 6), surfaces presented under these conditions would be expected to appear more often slanted around this axis. A systematic bias in the perception of surface shapes is also apparent in psychophysical studies [24, 25] . When the slant of a surface is small, this value is generally overestimated, and conversely. As a result, when the depth of a curved surface is small, it appears to be more extended in depth than it actually is. When the depth is great, however, object surfaces appear to be less extended in depth than they actually are [24, 25] . Since the probability distribution of local surface slant has a maximum at about 55
• (figure 6), this statistic should bias perception, with small slants being overestimated and large ones underestimated. As a result, small depths conveyed by oriented surfaces should be overestimated, and large depths underestimated, as they are.
We have also examined the distribution of distances at all physical locations in this database and have found that these statistical properties can account for many intriguing phenomena of distance perception such as the influence of the terrain on perceived distance [26] . A preliminary analysis of stereoscopic images generated from this database suggest that phenomena such as stereoscopic orientation contrast can also be accounted for by the probability distribution of the possible sources in natural scenes. These results further support the conclusion that perception of scene geometry is generated by a probabilistic strategy that incorporates the image/source statistics of natural scene geometry.
Further testing the relationship of these statistics to perception
Given this way of conceiving the basic strategy of vision, it is naturally of interest to design further experiments that test how the perceived geometry of scenes is generated on the basis of image/source statistics.
For instance, one interesting test would be to ask subjects to estimate scene roughness in a set of natural scenes at different scales. If scale-invariant natural scene geometry is indeed incorporated into the visual processing to generate perception, the scaling of scene roughness estimated by subjects should accord with the scaling shown in figure 2. Another direction would be to test the perception of size and distance of surfaces. Subjects could be asked to estimate the physical sizes and distances of the planar patches in 3D space in response to a large number of test samples in a set of natural scenes at different scales. If the scale-invariant organization of natural scenes is indeed the basis for a visual space that accords in a systematic way with the corresponding geometry of the generative objects, subject reports should accord with the probability distributions of surface size and distance shown in figure 3 . In much the same way, the perception of local surface orientation/curvature presented in various contexts should be related to the statistics of surface orientation and curvature. Thus, subject judgments of how local surface orientations change in natural scenes should, for the same reasons, accord with the surface statistics shown in figures 6 and 7.
Since the physical parameters to be judged in such tests are not present in the stimuli as such, performance in agreement with the statistics illustrated in figures 2-7 would strongly support the conclusion that the statistics of the natural environment in relation to the image plane (i.e. the observer) has been built into visual processing circuitry to generate biologically useful percepts.
Relation to other studies of natural scene statistics
The statistical characteristics of natural scenes have recently attracted a good deal of interest [11] . For the most part, this work has focused on the statistics of photometric images of physical scenes, the guiding principle being that these statistics are important for efficiently coding photometric patterns in the image plane [27] [28] [29] [30] . Although this approach and the underlying principles are certainly reasonable ways to try to explain some aspects of neuronal properties [17] [18] [19] [31] [32] [33] , cortical organization [34] and even subject performance [35, 36] , the approach here is different. For the reasons laid out earlier, the focus of the present analyses is not the statistics of the photometric patterns in the image plane generated by physical scenes, but rather the statistical properties of the relationship between an image and the underlying scene (the analysis here being limited to geometry). These statistics are pertinent to generating the probability distributions of the physical sources underlying the photometric patterns in the image plane (retina) [6-8, 37, 38] rather than efficiently encoding the photometric patterns as such.
Among the advantages of this way of understanding vision is ultimately a wholly probabilistic framework for rationalizing visual cortical structure and function. In this conception, neurons are not detecting and encoding photometric features, but acting through their conjoint activity as estimators of the probability densities of the parameters of the physical sources underlying the stimulus. From this perspective, the basic function of visual system circuitry is to propagate, transform and combine probability distributions. Although fully developing this framework is not yet feasible because of the limited data available about the physical characteristics of natural environments, the evidence described here suggests that this pursuit should be fruitful.
Neuronal implications
What, then, are the implications of the limited statistical analyses presented here for understanding properties of the visual neurons that would be activated by the physical geometries in this database of range images?
As already indicated, since the relation of stimuli to their physical sources is necessarily probabilistic, the activity of the relevant neurons must, directly or indirectly, represent the probability distributions of underlying physical sources. For example, neuronal activity in response to oriented edges or contours would have to generate the probability distribution of the underlying physical edges/contours with respect to one or more surfaces. Since many different concatenations of local surfaces could have given rise to the same oriented boundary in the image plane, only in this way could oriented elements in the scene generate percepts that allowed perceptual space to accord in a systematic way with physical scene geometry. By the same token, to generate the perception of a surface on which each point has a definite distance and direction relative to the observer, a population of neurons in higher visual cortical areas would need to signify the independent surface components shown in figures 8 and 9 for any local surface patch in the stimulus (in much the same way that the neurons would be expected to respond to oriented edges/contours). In this conception, the activity of a population of such neurons would correspond to the probability distribution of the underlying physical surfaces, presumably by combining the statistical influence of the relevant information in visual stimuli (conventionally categorized as perspective, shading, texture, stereo and motion).
By combining the probability distributions pertinent to the possible physical surfaces generating the retinal image, the full range of sources underlying ambiguous retinal stimuli would be included in the percepts of object surfaces, as required for appropriate behavioural responses.
